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1. FORTIKA ABAC Module
Introduction to ABAC
FORTIKA ABAC module provided two modes of operation. It can function as a Authorization service for
potentially any application or as network admission control solution, provided that endpoint will utilize
the ABAC agent.

Prerequisites
ABAC operation requires the FORTIKA Gateway to be installed and connected to the network and been
accessible via port 8282 under TCP (tcp/8282). For the enforcement agent to communicate a DNS entry
on a local DNS server or an entry in each client host file is required. Specifically, FORTIKA Gateway should
be resolved as fortika-gw
Using ABAC under the AuthZaaS module does not require any specific dns entry, and creating one depends
on how one needs to contact the service.

Policy Management
ABAC requires XACML policies to be created in the Administration Console which is provided as a cloud
service. One can access the console via: https://fortika-abac-cloud.msnlab.eu:9443 and login using the
credentials provided for each tenant.

Figure 1 - Login prompt
To better support operations, every usage scenario can use different tenants. For example one (or more)
tenants can be used for NAC scenarios, whereas other users can be created for AuthZaas functionality,
dependent on the enforcers.
Once logged in, the tenant can add, edit or delete policies using the Policy Administration Section from
the left side menu.

Figure 2 - Policy Administration menu
One can Edit, Delete or Publish a policy, as indicated in Figure 3
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Figure 3 - Policy Administration screen
There are several options to add a new policy as depicted in Figure 4:

Figure 4 - Add policy screen
Nevertheless, for the Beta versions, the proposed method is using “Write policy in XML”, ehich provides the administrator with an XACML policy editor.

ABAC Agent Installation
Agent can be downloaded from the login screen or directly from:
http://fortika-repo.msnlab.eu/pep/ABACInstaller.zip
Run the ABACInstaller.exe as administrator. The installer does not require any user intervention and once
complete the administrator is prompted for the attributes to send for endpoint evaluation, such as:
 Operating System version
 Computer Name
 MAC Address (to perform MAB)
 Antivirus status
 Logged in user
 Domain name
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Figure 5 - Attribute selection
The aforementioned attributes along with newer that will be added in future versions will be used for
policy evaluation. Selections can be modified using the
C:\Program Files\ABAC\ABACConfig.exe
configuration tool.
The ABAC service needs to be started and set as automatically. To avoid any unwanted disconnections,
the default value is stopped and manual

Figure 6 - Service default status
ABAC Agent will use windows network and firewall subsystem to allow or deny access. The service will
enforce decisions only if fortika-gw hostname is resolvable.
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2. FORTIKA SEARS Module
Introduction to SEARS
Social Engineering is a technique to get around security systems not by breaking through them or exploiting vulnerabilities in the system itself, but by exploiting vulnerabilities in the humans around the system. The most effective Social Engineering attacks involve dialog between attacker and the target (SME user).
FORTIKA Social Engineering Attack Recognition System (SEARS) module provides a safer internet utilization for
SMEs by protecting their users from online data leakage via legitimate users participating in social media discussions. SEARS is available through the FORTIKA Marketplace and upon installation it will focus on detecting textbased attacks aiming in extracting confidential information. SEARS computes communication risk in real time and
raises alerts to the employees (and administrators) when the conversation is following a specific pattern and the
probability of a social engineering attack is high.
SEARS accomplishes its aim by decomposing the overall detection problem into detection of sensitive topics,
recognition of the attacker’s psychological profile, dialogue-classification and finally averaging the weight of these
different factors to create efficient dialogue modeling and effective inference.

Service Overview
SEARS is a FORTIKA Gateway software module acting as a security service which is responsible to protect SME
employees from online personal or corporate data leakage via social media chats. SEARS detects social engineering attacks by monitoring, collecting and analyzing chat data. SEARS is an ecosystem comprised of three submodules being deployed on three layers (Edge, Fog, Cloud). The three submodules are: SEARS.Agent, SEARS.Fog and
SEARS.Cloud
SEARS Agent: SEARS.Agent is deployed on the Edge on end-user device and continuously monitors and captures
an employees’ social media conversations.
SEARS.Fog: SEARS.Fog is held in FORTIKA Gateway hosted in SME premises, receives the captured data from
SEARS.Agent, and stores them locally for further pre-processing with Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques.
SEARS.Cloud: SEARS.Cloud uses the pre-processed data received from the SEARS.Fog in order to calculate the
individual risk values. These values are then sent to the SEARS.Fog.
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Prerequisites
SEARS operation requires all the three submodules
(Cloud, Fog and Agent) to be installed as described on
the corresponding sections, see Figure 1.

installation

Cloud

SEARS.Cloud must be deployed on Ubuntu 18.04 LTS
(64-bit) (see Section 4).
SEARS.Fog requires the FORTIKA Gateway to be installed and connected to the network and been accessible via port 4400 under TCP (tcp/4400). (see Section
5)

Fog

Agent

text conversation

SEARS analysis

social engineering

SEARS.Agent must be installed on Windows 10 (see
Section 6). Alternatively SEARS.Agent can be installed
on Linux as a Docker container.

normal

detection

OR

SEARS is available through FORTIKA Marketplace and
Alert
OK
shortly installation of SEARS.Cloud and SEARS.Fog will
Figure 7 - SEARS steps for deployment
be fully automated (SEARS.Cloud as a vagrant provisioned virtual machine and SEARS.Fog as a Docker Container). SEARS.Agent will require an administrator to be
installed. Meanwhile, for the purposes of pilots each SEARS submodule will be provided as a separate .zip file.
Please follow the instructions on the corresponding section to install and configure.
SEARS Downloads:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1Zphtar6xhpHWWqA4d1UlrkyzM-oduBoF?usp=sharing

SEARS.Cloud Installation (for Administrators)
SEARS.Cloud must be deployed on Ubuntu 18.04 LTS (64-bit)
1. Download CloudManager_MS_Bundle-master.zip
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1RvHQyiveEm7_HrGCQJtOzL8PRO1g_l8O
2. Extract CloudManager_MS_Bundle-master.zip
unzip CloudManager_MS_Bundle-master.zip

3. Change to directory
cd CloudManager_MS_Bundle-master

4. Start SEARS.Cloud
./start.py
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[SEARS.Cloud can also be deployed through FORTIKA Marketplace from a Vagrantfile as a provisioned virtual machine. A ready-made SEARS.Cloud installation will be offered from UoM as an alternative solution]

SEARS.Fog Installation (for Administrators)
SEARS.Fog must be deployed on the FORTIKA Gateway
1. Download FogManager_MS_Bundle-master.zip
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1jaBRMT8-a7owIx-SpCM8ujjlD02OVAue
2. Extract FogManager_MS_Bundle-master.zip
unzip FogManager_MS_Bundle-master.zip

3. Change to directory
cd FogManager_MS_Bundle-master

Before the dockerization the Cloud Server information (see yellow color below) at the setup.py file
should be set accordingly
config.add_section('CLOUD_SERVER_INFO')
config.set('CLOUD_SERVER_INFO', 'CLOUD_IP', 'http://192.168.2.20')
config.set('CLOUD_SERVER_INFO', 'CLOUD_PORT', str(4401))

4. Build Docker
docker build -t searsfog:latest .

5. Run Docker
docker run -d -p 4400:4400 --name searsfog --network=fortikaBridge searsfog && sleep 30 && docker exec searsfog /start.sh &

[SEARS.Fog can also be deployed through FORTIKA Marketplace automatically.]
Alternatively, SEARS.Fog can also be deployed as a pulled image directly from the FORTIKA Gateway if access to
dockerhub.fokus.fraunhofer.de:5000 exists with the following 3 steps:
docker login dockerhub.fokus.fraunhofer.de:5000

docker pull dockerhub.fokus.fraunhofer.de:5000/wp5-fortika-modules-components/bundle-registry-test/searsfog

docker run -d -p 4400:4400 --name searsfog --network=fortikaBridge searsfog && sleep 30 && docker exec searsfog /start.sh &
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SEARS.Agent Installation (for Administrators)
SEARS.Agent must be deployed on the FORTIKA Gateway
1. Download SEARS.Agent
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1S2aIVuE-DsxKjOmnL4OO1UnEpUbRmY_M
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Extract the compressed file
Double-click SearsInstaller.exe
Accept changes to proceed
Choose installation directory
SEARS.Agent installation proceeds
Third-party software libs installation proceeds

After the installation the Chat Server and Fog Server information (see yellow color below) at the setup.py file
should be configured accordingly.
config.add_section('CHAT_SERVER_INFO')
config.set('CHAT_SERVER_INFO', 'CHAT_IP', 'http://hubverifier.ddns.net')
config.set('CHAT_SERVER_INFO', 'CHAT_PORT', str(3000))
config.add_section('FOG_SERVER_INFO')
config.set('FOG_SERVER_INFO', 'FOG_IP', 'http://192.168.1.1')
config.set('FOG_SERVER_INFO', 'FOG_PORT', str(4400))

For pilot purposes a Rocketchat server is already installed at http://hubverifier.ddns.net:3000, so there is no need
to change the Chat Server information unless another Rocket chat server is provided by the SME.

a. SEARS.Agent Installation testing

1. Enter installation directory
2. Double-click Sears Launcher

If you see the above window the installation of SEARS.Agent was successful.
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b. SEARS.Agent Usage

1. Enter installation directory
2. Double-click Sears Launcher
3. Agree to start the SEARS.Agent

4. Enter chat software credentials

5. Browser opens automatically

6. Chat is now protected by SEARS
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